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 In addition to that, it can suggest action to fix problem that caused by outdated configuration that might also cause system to stop or fail to run applications. When you want to know which applications are using a specific file, it might be a good practice to use the Process Explorer to obtain information. However, it's not easy to install and use. "The BC-Analyzer does the same thing with far less effort
and far more detail." With MBCA 2.0, the computer can be analyzed by analyzing the configuration file (.INI files) that the applications use to run or launch the application. Baseline Configuration Analyzer uses Registry information, Enum API, GetPrivateProfileString API, and GetPrivateProfileSection API. Information About MBCA 2.0 With MBCA 2.0, you can analyze various types of

computers. You can export report to an individual computer or group of computers. You can categorize report so that you can later search and download a specific set of data. MBCA 2.0 can support all types of.INI files including user and Windows NT Group configuration files. When you run MBCA 2.0, you can search by name, type, address, file name, and many other parameters. MBCA 2.0 can
not only give information about applications but also data inside the configuration file. MBCA 2.0 is a portable application, so you can run it on Windows Server 2008, Vista, XP, 2003, 2000 and Windows 95/98 without problems. About Computer Configuration When a computer starts up, its configuration data are stored in a configuration file. If the configuration file contains incorrect or outdated

information, the system might fail to run applications or stop running applications. During use, the configuration file is altered by individual applications. This can be called configuration drift. MBCA 2.0 can monitor and analyze the configuration file of any Windows OS that you specify. MBCA 2.0 analyzes which applications use which settings, what settings are being used, when each setting is
used, and for how long the settings are used. MBCA 2.0 can identify the following information about the configuration file: Technical Data Name and Type Setting Name Setting Value Setting Description User Setting 82157476af
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